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ABSTRACT 

Calculation methods for fixed-bed and countercurrent column separations 

are reviewed. The controlling factors in performance are shown to be the 

equilibrium isotherm and the effective rate of mass transfer (which may in-

elude longitudinal dispersion). A general correlation of experimental rate 

data is given, and comparison is made between theory and experiment in a few 

representative cases. Finally, moving-bed and fixed-bed columns are compared 

to determine the conditions under which their behavior is identical. 
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PROGRESS IN 80Ri'TION SEPARATIONS: 

ADSORf'TIO!~, DIALYSIS, AND ION F~CH~J:~E 

A. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR GRA.NtJLAR-HA1rBRIAL OPERATIONStr 

T. Vermeulen 

~1e appropriate design method to be followed depends mainly on 

ths process ar:rangement selected -· that is, upon whether the sepa

ration ia to be earz•ied out in batch (staged) equipment, or semi

continuous {.fixed-bed), or continuous (countercurrent) equipment. 

Once the ealeula tion method is deterw..ined, tb.a u)Oat general factor 

in design is the stoichiometry of the se)?'..ira ti:ng agertt. In the ease 

of adsorption or dialysis, the stoichiometry vTi 11 be determined by 

the equilib~iU.i11 behavior between th.e .fluid and solid phases; f'or a 

given ion-exchange n1ateria.l, tho sorption eap..'ltcity is usually inde

pendent of the exchanging ion-pa.ir und its particul.ar equili'brium. 

hfi th well-known. operations such us water softening, practical 

deaigl'l ofte:n involves only the sorption capacity and an empirical 

efficiency i':.tetor. In less routine separ~t tions, a more accurate 

prediction of perfo.rroa.nee should be made. Here equilibrium data 

are essential, along \dth act-ual rate value.g or values eatlnutod 

the use of at least three dimensionless variables, t,rhich eor·respond 

to a a toieb.iorootric throughput ratio ( Z), an equilibrium :partnooter 

( r}, and u number of trat1.s.fer units {li). In turn, N depends upon 

'* Part of ~~e work r(Jported here was dons in t!le E. 0. wwrence 
Radiation Laboratory, u.n.der the auspices o.f the u.s. Atomic Energy 
Commission. 
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the moleoular ... ditfusion Peclot number (to be defined}, upon the 

distribution ratio between phases (D),and upon what mg,ss-transfer 

mechanism is rate controlling. 

1. Equilibrium Rela t!onships 

In systems with only two tluid~phaee components. a solvent and 

one solute, a simple plot can be drawn ot the solute coneentro t1on 

in the solid phase. as a tunetic.m o£ its concentration (or :partial 

pressure) in the fluid phase. Each such eurve holds at only one 

particular temperature, and b.enee is kno\-ln as an u isothel'."Dl. n 

Thr&e types of equilibrium are shown ach&nllltically 1n Figtu:-e l, 

with the aol1d-phasa eon.centl'fltion as ordinate and the fluid-phase 

coneontration aa ahsoissa.. Different types of oolumn behavior will 

be obtained, depending upon the curvature of the isotherm. It the 

plot is concave upward, .adsorption is less favorable at lot-1 concen

trations than at higher ones, and the equilibrium is elassed as 

"un.t'a.vora.ble." It' the plot is con-vex upward.; regardless or its 

absolute value, the adsorption 1s "favorable." A simple "Unear" 

curve is intermediate; and many di.alysis Gqu1l1bria a.re linear or 

nearly so. More complex isotherms are possible whiel'l are made up 

or both unfavorable and favorable portions • 

Isothern~ can also be expressed in te~ of relative fluid- and 

i solid-concentrations (x and y respectively), based on the maximum 

concentration levels eneoun.tered in a particular separation; here 

* x = c/0
0 

or pfp
0 

and y = q/q
0

, where 0
0 

or p
0 

is toed concentration 

or partial-pressur0, and q: is the solid eonaentra tion in equilibrium 

with it. This type of plot is ahown in Figure 2J in suoh a diagram, 

uaed f'irl!:lt tot- ion exchange, thG reason for the terms "l.Ulfavorable" 
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and "favorable" becon:tea more evident. 

'J:he design of tix.ed-bed separations centers about the caleula

tion of breakth.rot\gh ouMes, and wherever possible this is don.e in 

t&ttms of algebraic equations. Because the equilibrium determines 

the type of breakthrough equation to use, efforts ttre made to 

represent the isotherm by equations which fulfill the .following 

limitations: Either the isotherm relation itself (for favorable 

equilibria) or its deJ:t1vat1ve (for unfavorable equtlib:ria.) must be 

in a form that is ex.plleit in the fluid-ph&ae concentration. For 

gas ... phase !~~orption, the equation proposed. by Sips (34) and ex· 

tended. by Koble and Cor>rigan (26) is one that meets these condi

tions, and corribines the properties of' the well .... known L9.ngmuir and 

Freundlich isotherms. 

q = (l) 

where p ia the partial pressure of molute; and a, 1:0, and ~1 are 

adjustable eonstants. If a = qm, the extent of adsol"ption in e. 

n10noF.olecular layer, this transtorma to 

(2) 

To fit a "rela.tive" 1sothe:rrn, Equation (2) is rewritten for 

* q in ter·r•i.S ot: p 0 . ()" Dividing this new relation into Equation (2), 

and setting x = pfp0 , gives 

()) 
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This result can also be obtained di.reetly 

f:t-om Equa. tion ( 3 ) , by a different choice of a J the. t is, a = 
CJ.: (1 + KoP

0
M.)/E.0p

0
r'i. Unl.ike the preceding expressions, Equation 

( .3) also f'i ts adsorption from a liquid phase. It M < l and also 
I t 

M < ( l + Kc )/( 1 - K0 ) , Equation (2) will represent an ·equilibrium 

that is favorable thl:'oughout its rangeJ or, it M is greater than 

each of these criteria, an equilibrium that is unfavorable 

throughout. 

A guid.e to .!2n-~~h;agge equilibria is given by the Donnan 

membra.ne ... aqu.1librium. z-elat1on ( 10). Aa observed by Baunan an.d 

Eichhorn (4) and developed theoretically by others (18,33), there 

is a stmll uptake or tree electrolyte into a. resin. with equivalent 

ooncen.tra. tio:rull c ~ = o :n-, which provides an appreciable concen

tration ot oppositely charged ion. The equilibrium then provides 

that the activity product (relative to a single standard state} 

must be equal in the solution and in the resin phase; 

where y and v are solution and resin-phase activity coefficients, 

respectively. A second cation ~' exchanging wi tb. the first ~, 

will confo;rm to a similar relation. The t1rat or these expressions 

.may be divided by the second, to eli:minate the anion concentrations; 

with o8 negleeted relative to q, the quotient equation reduces to 

the mass-action expression: 



... 

m, me 
(e~) ( qM:s.) 

l'llti ~ 
( CMj,) (ql\fe) 

-s-

~ M.ta/n 

\ 
\ 

{v~) Y( M,. )X 

--------~=K m.. m..Jn 
( v M:s. ) y ( M:, )X 

(5) 

As R:toe and Harris ( 33) have shown, the Dorman equilibrium indi

cates a larger uptake of anion by tho resin when it contains more 

of a iugner-valence cation; thus the activity coefficients for the 

resin phase, in particular, will not rel1111n constant as exchange 

p~ogresaes; and K will not approach a true constant except in the 

homovalent case (m1 = lJla). Empirically the e.f.fect of such .f'aetors 

is to tit a mass-action expression with ~~ exponent ratio ~/m1 
part way between unity and its true value. In general, Equation 

(4) is not explicitly soluble fox- o~ in the ways needed for 

breakthrough ealeulation, and r&course must be had to Equation (1). 

As a practical matterf the true 1sothe!'lil will 'usually be fitted 

approximately (whatever the valences involved) with a homovalent 

type of mass-action equation. For a binary equilibrium involving 

pure ~esin B and pure solution A at the start (2J), 

qA (Qo ... eA) 

0 A (Q - qA) 
(6} 

where r is the equilibrium parameter or separation factor, analogous 

to the relative volatility in distillation oaleulations; and Q is 

the total equivalent eonoentl.,..&tion or all ions in the N)Sin phase. 

This relation is convenient to use and gives sufficient accuracy 

in most cases, even when m1 :f riia. 
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The type ot tit which may be obtained in a. relatively extreme 

case is shown in Figure 3 for the data of Va.sishth and David (40) 

on the exchange reaction 

where R represents Dowex 50 resin. and the anion present is 010.·. 

The solid curve corresponds to Equation (5), with M1 = Fs, Ma = H, 

m1 = ), and lflta o 1. !he value ot (tt
11 )Fe/H dete:rwined .f:rom 

Equation (6) will range from 52 • .3 to .3.74. However, a satisfactory 
II average is given by the point where 1 = 1 - .X.J nruuely, 1t = 8.0. 

For binary ion exchange involving resin tb..at initially oontalns 

a uniform mixtux-e or ions A and B, and a reed solution also com-

* pris1ng A and B, the solution eoncsntration t<~ill range between x
0 

and x
0 

as the relative concentration (now, l) increases from zero 

to unity; likewise, for the resin phase, the relative eonoen.tration 

* W = 0 eo:rreaponds to yA == y
0

, and w= 1 corresponds to yA = y
0

• 

~e equilibrium parameter (45) than becomes 

(KII - l}x* + 1 r = ?t.:( 1 • w) = ______ __.o.___ 

w( 1 - A. ) (ltii .. 1 )x + 1 
0 

(7) 

For adsorption 1n a column initially solute free, the same separa

tion factor r oan be defined for the "relative" isotherm, Equation 

{J), but only with M = 1. Then, 

(8} 
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2. K111etios 

The effective rate of exchange or adsorption 1s dete:x•mined by 

one or mora of several a.lterna te diffusional steps 1 as follows; 

1. Mass transfer from the !'lowing pha.se to the external 

surfaces o.f the sorbent partic.les. 

2. .Pore diffusion in the fluid phase, within the partie lea 

(for most adsorbents, inorganic zeolites, and certain newly 

developed ion-exehang$ resins). 

3. Reaot1on at the pha.ae boundaries {usually immeasurably 

fast). 

4. Diffusion in the solid phase {ol'", for an adsorbent, 

diffusion in the adsorbed surface layer). 

$. In eases of' model"'ately high m.u!s transfer with e.xtre.mely 

alot-t flow rates, the breakthrough curves ml:y ba broadened by 

either eddy dispersion or mol.eoular diffusion 1.n the longitudinal 

direction. 

The various modes or mass transfer are often handled in an 

apparant•reaetion-rate treatment. for mathematical simplicity. 

The driving-potential expression, when combined with one of the 

equilibriu.l'll-para.meter relations (Equations 6-8) i is converted 

in.to a :t~ea.ction.-kinet1e form e:x.hibi t1ng S@aond-order behavior in 

both the forwa~d and the revo~se direot1onac 

dy Kb 
tr;=T[x(l- J) •l"J'(l- x)] (9) 

where 1: ia timej D is the distribution ratio of solute bet'I .. Ieen -
solid and fluid (q: Pr/CbE), with ~ the bulk density of' the 
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packillS, and E the void fraction in the column exterior to the 

particles; and b is a correction f6tetor Hhich is often near unity 

(22), and nearly constant except for highly favorable equilibria 

(r ""O). {When r is s1ns.11, more exact rate equations are used 

which do not introduce b, and a different approximation is intro

duced to render such e.x.pressions integrable.} 'fha conductance 

term, 1G , is the product .of the effective mass-trans.fer coefficient 

and an intarfac ial area per unit volum 1 and has dimensions of 

rec 1procal titne. 

3. 11'1xed-Bed Perforraanoe 

Performance studies for fixed-bed oolunms are concerned with 

the concentration history of the column effluent ...... that is, with 

the variation. in concentration as a function of time or of volume 

o£ effluent. Concentration calaulations must make use of one or 

another of a group of specialized results which take the place e>f 

a general solution to thG problem. 'lhe specialized results can 

be iden.t:i.fiad on the basis of controlling mechanism (from among 

those listed above) and of equilibrium behavior (unfavorable, 

linear, favorable, or co1~letely irreversible). 

Often it is a major problem to looate the particular case 

that applies to a specific situation. Because of the variety of 

possible mechanisms, rates dete~nined experimentally eam1ot safely 

be extrapolated to other operating conditions except with full 

kno•,.rleclge of the theoretical behavior. A trial classifica. tion o£ 

the various special cases in column-pert'orl:lli!nce theory, in terms 

of the equilibrium and rate condi tior.ts involved, ~..as been given 
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in a recent review papar (4J). 

To achieve a reasonable generality in the n:athematical anal• 
/ 

ys:ts, dimensionless groups must be formed from the nmoorous 

variables, as haa already been indicated. Among these groups is the 

number of trans.fe r un.:J. ts, N, ox· tlle number of apparent reaction 

units, NR, defined as follows: 

NR _ Kh 
........ ~ ........... N = ( 10) 
b u 

where h is the column height, and. U is the linear f'low rate 

through the column (superficial velocity divided by porosity) .• 

The ~T.T.U. and N.R.U. h&va been called "column-eapacitJ para.I"OOters" 

( L und s respectively) in earlter work by one o:f the present 

authors (22,2.3 }J and''thickness :modulusn by Hougen and Marshall (24,.). 

The li.T.u. (H = h/N) is generally a fun.etion of the Reynolds 

and Schmidt groups. Empirically, these two groups enter to nearly 

the same power; hence their product, the P~clet group for maaa 

tranaf'er, can be used: 
d UE p ( 11) 

where Dr is the n~lecular-diffuaion coefficient tor the fluid 

~· phase. The H.T.U. is made dimensionless by dividing it into par-
... 

ticle diameter to give the Colburn group (N00 = d.p/H) .. 

Use has been made of a large body of published breakthrough. 

data, to arrive at correlations which isolate the separate effects 

of exterr.al and internal diffusion and indicate the sxperimeo.ta.l 

onset of eddy dispersion at low flow rates (22 1 46). One s·uch 
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correlation is shown in Fit.,"Ure 4. 
Addi t:lon of resistances 1 :i. .e. of reciprocals of tl1a con.du.o

tanees, can. be Cfl.rried out with ·the aid ot the b factors (22, 43) 

to ;J;i ve the effect1 vs over-all ra to coefficient k fo1 ... Equation { 9): 

( 12) 

Here, subscript f designates the fluid phase, p the particle phase, 

and L the contributions of lor..gitu.dinal eddy dispersion and/or 

.rr.!Olec.ular diffusion. This method of combining various mF::.ss-tra.nsfer 

resistances bas long been known (of. 14, 34); and in. recent yaa.rs 

their addi ti vi ty wi.th the longi tudinal-diapersion e.ffeets has been 

estD..bl:lshod by Lapidus and. Arm..1neson (25) and Van Deemter and co-

workers ( 38) . 

The 1mss-transfer coeffie:lont for external diff'usion, 1eri th 

spherical particles having E :::: 0 .4, provides the f'ollmv-ing value 

for tho c oeff·icient 

Tho coefficient for solid-phase internal d1.f"fusion is a 

direct function of' the particle-phB.se diffusivity: 

k p 

( 13) 

( 11+) 

For ion c.::che.nge, in part1cu1J.r, Boyd and eo-workers (7,8) have 

reported e~l{tonsi ve b&sic dt1. ta. on resin-phase diffus.i vi ties. 

A sird lar equation applies for fluid-phase pore diffusion 

within the solid structure: 
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( JS) 

with the diffusivity Dpore a.lway13 less than Dt for the corres

pond.i.ng bulk fluid. 

The apparent conductance :for longitudinal dispersion, chan

neling, and molec:ula.r-·-dif.fusion effects 1s 

( 16) 

where E is the dispersion coefficient or dirfusivity that deacribes 

this process; and L 1s an erfectiva rJJi.xing length. E:x:peri~nental 

studies yiald 

( 17) 

The l)6c let-group term for dispersion ( N . )tE 1s a.:.Jproxi:rr.u tol~.r 
· · ' Pe ' " 

1/6 for liquids in la.minar flow (9, 13, 25}; and about 2/J !'or 

liquids in turbulent flow (25} or f'or gases in. either flow regime 

(30). 

~xperimontal data for H.'l'.U. can be compared with Figure 4. 

in order to provide numerical values for the di:i'.fus:ivities D:r and 

D:P (Hith Dpo:re .includ$d implicitly in the latter). Once these 

two di.f1U[d vi ties are known, together with essential equ:111.brium 

and concentration data, Figure 4 is of general use for pred.ieting 

the ll -- a.nd henee the breakthrough curve •• for any proposed 

operating condition. 

In recording the concentration history for a column e~fluent, 

the independent variable is the total time of ,passag-e of' !Jolution, 

or thE'; total volurJe of solution passed tr:u-oug:-.h the oolu.mn .. or some 



function proportional to each of these two terms. A th.:r:oua.;h,.glft 

r:at.:tQ c;J.n be defined which expresses the total moles o:i.." aolu·~e 

fed, IJ.S a function of' the stoichiometric capacity of the colwnn: 

z v - hSE v - hSE (18) = oiiL ........ = 
V stoic Dh3 ...... 

Here v is the volume of feed solution introduced .. hS is the void-

voluroo of the column, and V stoic is the volum.Eil of feed which would 

Just satul .. ate the column 1f exchange were oo.ruplate. The product 

NZ or NRZ is used t'requent.l.J; it 1:-.Las been called a "solution

capacity pa.rsnnetertt 01 .. a "time toodulus't and is also dos:tgnutad by 

8 or t. 

The relative steepness (or ushu.rpnass 11
) of breakthrmJ.gh curves 

increases with decreasing r, and with incr-easing N. Typical be

ht:~.vior is indicatGd 1n Figure 5, for a oomb1llJ1tion of three values 

of r and three values of' lL The curves for r = 0.$ correspond to 

a favorable equilibrium_ and exhibit a "constant-exch.an.ga-zone" 

sh.apo 01 .. uconstant patter11n. Such curves are termed uself-sbnrpen1ng" 

because tb .. eir slope inerea.aas i.f the abscissa is expressed o.n a 

stoichiometric basis; i.e., on a Z scale. Experimental data illus

t!ratina; thia ease will be ::::iven below. The essential derivations 

have bean published by Drew, Spooner* and Dougl.il.s ( 12) and Hichael.B 

(31) for external di.f.fusion controlling; by \\licks (48), Glueckau.f 

and Coates ( 17), and Vermeulen (42) for int~n--nal di!'fusion; by 

Acrivos (1) :for pore diffusion; and by Bohart and Adama (5) and 

Sillen (35) :for the react1on-kinatic method. 

The other extre.nae of behavior is shown by the curves for r 



= 2 (an unfavorable equilibrium) which follow a "proportionate pat

tern." Relative to the stoichiametrio breakthrough point, these 

curves show no tendency to increase in sharpness. This case has 

been treated by DeVault (10}, Walter (46), Wilson (49), and Weiss 

( 47 ). 

The behavior of the l1near•equil1brium curves (r = 1) is seen 

to tall between the other two limiting eases. The available solu

tion for the analogous case of regenerative heat transfer was first 

applied to ion exchange and adsorption by Beaton and Furnas (5), 

Boyd, Myers, and Adamson (7), and Hougen and Marshall (24). 

Breakthrough equations are obtained by solving a rate expression 

simultaneously with the material-balance (or "continuity") relation, 

(~.y) • 
3ZN N 

(ax) 
- aN ZN 

(19) 

For the general aaae of a non-linear equilibrium, the rate 1s 

given by Equation (9) lfhich ca...Yl be rewritten in dimensionless terms: 

(.h.) . = x(l - y) - ry{l - x} 
oZN N 

(20) 

At any on& value of r, en entire family of breakthrough curves is 

needed to describe the solutions of Equation (22) for different 

values of N. Figure 6 shows such a family plotted for r = 1. This 

result, originally obtained by Anzelius (2) for heat transfer, is 

useful in solving analytically for non-linear equilibria (r 'f 1} 

and is thEJrefore designated as e. special function J. By comparison -
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with Pigure 5, it is seen that these curves would be s-shaped it 

tb.ay were plotted on linear coordinates. 

The explicit solution o.f the g~neral non-linear case wa.s tirat 

obtained by H. 0. Thomas (59). It can be expressed as 

!(rNR ,Zifft) 
x • ----·-· --<r"""-~l-¥fi~n-l'J"!!z~-~n------

~<rNR,ZNR) + e [1 • !{NR 1 rZN1 )] 

(21) 

Cross-plots and numerical tables for this solution have bean com

puted. by Riester and coworkers (22,32). A rapid approxtmate method 

for breakthrough-curve ast1mat1on, applying to this situation as 

well as to the others considered above, has been given recently by 

Vermeulen and Hiester (43 ). For r < 0.5 and r > :2, Equation ( 21) 

generally reduces to simpler forms that represent the constant

pattern oase and the proportionate-pattern case, respectively. 

Constant-pattern 'behs.vior is shmm 1n Figure 7 by two C'W."Ves 

for terrie-ion breakthrough, tram Dowex-50 beds initially in the 

hJdrogen form, as reported by Vasishth and David (40). The left

hand curve corresponds to a shorter column (45.5 em.) and higher 

concentration level (0.51 N); the right-hand curve is for a 61 em. 

column, at 0.40 N. The prinaip~l rate-determining mechanism 1s 

solid-phase diffusion, as shown by the tit ot the solid curves. 

The dashed curves, for external diffusion and for pore d.i:f'f'us ion 

(which is certs.inly inapplicable) have entirely di.t'terent shapes. 

The bl"etdrthrough equation applicable to solid-phase dit'tue ion ( 42) 

is 
(22) 
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In plotting these curves, it has been assumed that r = o. The 

observed deviations in shape may ba due partly to this assur11ption, 

partly to the presence of channeling and longitudinal dispersion, 

ar1d partly to tha range of particle sizes used ( 20-50 mesh, z•atl'ler 

than s single uniform diameter). 

4. Ohrom.atosraptsi· 

In ehrom9tography, only & small f\tnount of feed solution, con

taining the components to be separated, is admitted to the column. 

These solute components ore then carried through (eluted) by e. 

carrier phase (the elute.nt) ths.t initie.ll,- 1s free ot' them. The 

solutes travel through tho colunm as bands or zontes at slightly 

different velocities. If the column is long enough, the zones 

will draw apart completely f'roro one another, and ma.y be recovered 

in the effluent as separate solutions of each individual solute. 

The term 0 chromatograpey" stems .from the fact that colored 

plant extracts were the first materials to be separated by this 

method. It now applies to any· situation in which two or more 

mixed solutes are fed to a column, and are then eluted under con

ditions wtdch provide at leftat a partial separation. 

Movement of each zone thl•ough the adsorbent occurs by the 

following mechanism: Fluid on the upstream (trailing) side of e. 

zone is undersaturated with ·respect to the adsorbed component and 

continually ts.kes it into solution. .Passing beyond the peak of 

the zone to the downstream (leading) side, the same fluid is super

saturated relative to aoe.xisting adsorbent and hence gradually 

redepos lta the solut(:l component. 



A zmle obeying a linear equilibrium would retain a constant 

rectangular shape, in the ev~1t that complete equilibrium could be 

maintained between solution and resin at each point in the column 

at all times during its elution. Actually, equilibrium cannot be 

maintained, because of the mass-transfer resistances and also 

longitudinal dispersion, end hence the zone undergoes a continual 

spreading. An initially rectangular shape changes to a flattened

top bell shape, and this in turn develops into a tully peaked bell 

shape. 

A linear equilibrium (r = 1) is approached in many cases. 

The equilibrium parameter given by Equation (7) is applicable to 

nearly all el~omatograpbic separations, with x:_• 0. Thus, as x
0 

(the effective feed concentra.t:'Lon of the~ solute in its mixture 

with carrier component) is decreased, r changes from its reference 

value of' l/x.l1 end becomes progressively nearer to unity. For 

11traee" chromatograms where r is within about 10~ of un1 ty, with 

NR > 50 ana zsat < VTr/NR , a Gauss1an·distribut1on equation is 

obtained (15,231 44): 

t 

2 + o. 5 z t - l) a a (23) 

where Z is measured .from the start of the elut-:ion period. This 

same result is obtained from the nplate theory" (28,29), with the 

number of theoretical plates equal to one-half the N.T.U. or N.R.U. 

A relative sharpening ot each zone occurs as the length of 

column traversed increases, because the spreading ot the zone ia 

approximately proportional to the square root of the aoluron length; 
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whe~eas the total volume of elutant required, for complete elution 

of the zone, is almost directly proportional to the column length. 

Thus, the longer the eollli~m (or, more sp~eifically, the greater 

the N.T.U. ), the more complete is the isolation of the separate 

solutes. 

Asymmetric elution curves are common and can often be attributed 

to deviations of r trom unity .... i.e., to non-"traoe" conditions. 

With a favorable equilibrium for saturation (r < 1), the leading 

edge of the zone .... the .f.'irst to eraerge in the effluent ·- will be 

s.teeper than the tre.111ng edge; if r > 1 for saturation, the leading 

edge will be more sloping than the trailing edge. Representative 

zone shapes for r < 1, r = 1, and r > 1 are given in Figure 8, 

where concentration 1s the ordinate and effluent volume is the 

abscissa. 

A typical non-Gaussian chromatogram, from data of Baddour and 

Hawthorn (3), is given in Figure 9. The solid curv~ shows the tit 

obtained \!lith th9 exact equation (3,23); using a value of r • 0.589. 

The dashed curve is the Gauss ian approximation, obtained from 

' Equation (23 ) 1 with the change that Z and Zsat are each. multiplied 

by r-. 

It is seen that the overlap between consecutive chromatograms 

will not be pradicted correctly by the Gaussian-equation treatment. 

However, the more detailed mass transfer theory has been used to 

select systematically the optimum values of elutant concentration, 

pressure drop through the colw-nn, !'loti rate, total eye le period, 

charge period, recycle feed rs.te, multiple cycling, conaentration 

ot cornplexinl? agent, and number of stages or operation, tor 
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representative systems. 

5. Countercurrent Separations 

A connecting link bettl<'Hm fixed-bed and moving-bed separations 

is provided by the constant-pattern case of fixed-bed operation 

which arises with favorabl~ equilibria (r ~ 0.5}. As Michaels (31) 

has shown, the breakthrough curve for this case can be derived by 

considering the adsorption wave or exeha.."lge zone as a stationary 

pattern, with the resin phase and the fluid phase in eouriterourrent 

motion. at the requisite velocities. Almost without regard to the 

mechanism that is assumed, either a derivation by the usual mass

transfer methods for countercurrent operations or e. simultaneous 

solution of Equations ( 19) and (20} tor this case will yield en 

equation in the general fo~1: 

t(x) c:: NZ - N (24) 

to express the constant-pattern aur"'re for effluent concentration 

from a fixed bed. For solid diffusion controlling at r = o, tor 

exa.'llple, :f{x) from Equation (22) is - ln(l- x 2 )- 0.614; for 

external diffusion at r = o, f{x) = 1 + ln x. 

To solve Equation (24} for oonstant ~~ a new v~riable must 

be introduced: (NZ )
0

, the dimensionless throughput volume (or time) 

measured at the colurrn inlet. Then (NZ )N = (N'Z) - (N/P ); and, at 
0 "' 

any single time, 

where subscripts 1 and 2 designate two different heights in the 

column. 

(25) 



A practical fixed-bad eolurr~ always contains a height of 

sorbent thtlt is substantially greater than the height of the $X

ehange zone. Renea the solid at the point of feed entrance is used 

virtually to capacity; and stoichiometry determines the rate ot 

movement of the adsorption wave relative to the solid. In th~ par• 

t1cular moving-bed ease that is analogous to the fixed bed, the 

"extraction fe.ctoz•" ~· defined as tollat<IS 1 is upity! 

(26) 

where Fp and Pr are scalar volumetric tlowrates of solid and fluid, 

respectively, measured relative to a stationary eolunUl•Wall; and 

FP + Fr(= P) gives the flow of either phase relative to the other; 

also, FP = UPS(l- E) and Ff = UrSE, where the u•s are linear 

velocities and S is the superficial cross-sectional area of the 

eolumn. 

For a moving bed, the maas•transfer derivation at E = 1 with ..... 

the fluid-phase resistance controlling serves as a model for any ! 
and any mechanism: 

or 

dq 
-= 
dt 

* dv u p q .;;;3-
p p 0 dh 

:~ = - Ur 0 0 ~ = K t C 0 {x - x *) 

* In £eneral, x is known in terms of y; and y~ through material 

(27) 

(28) 

bala.nce, can be replaeed by e. function of :x. In the presGnt ir

reV9rsible ease, x~ = o, and Equation (28) leads to the solution: 

r (x) = 1 + ln x = cons t. - MF (29) 

where Np(= Krh/Ur) is the N.T.U. tor a moving bed, based upon the 
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fluid phase. By reference to Equation {10), with U/Ut = (£ + 1)/e 

when E • l, the results of Equations ( 25) and ( 29) are seen to ..... 

coincide. 

As e. more ge.nere.l rela.tion, these considerations yield 

(30) 

\-/han NP is large, NF approaches the over-all number of flu.id ... phase 

transfer unitm NOF" Likewise, when NF is large, NP --.N0P. The 

N0F or NOP tor a givan separation can be evaluated by either 

analytical or gr&phioal methods, in the same way as tor absorption 

or extraction. 

For design purposes, the column height h for a given separation 

ea.n be predicted from the product ot the over-all N.T.U. and the 

corresponding R.T.U. (BQp or R0p>• These 1n turn must be obtained 

from correla.ttonal values f'or tha separate phases; under non-linear 

equilibria, at a constant r, these H.T.U.•s can be added in the 

following way: 

(31) 

Because of the lack ot aacurate rate data for moving-bed 

flystems up to the present time, a stagewise graphical ealeulation 

of the number of equivalent theoretical contacts N
8 

will often be 

as useful as a more precise computation of Nop· .Figure 10 1 t'rom 

work of Hic~ster and associ etes, illus tz•atas a hypothetical seps.ra-

tion of two tre.ce ions A and 13 1n the presence of a "gross n com-

ponent, ror a saturstion section having two theoretical contacts. 

"The two ions are present in eqtdnlolar concentrations in the feed, 
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and the entel"'ing resin is free ot A and B. The operating lines 

for the tt-10 io.ns are parallel. Because the slope of tb.a equilib

rium line for B 1s greeter than for A 8 the concentration of the 

solution is reduced much further in B tr~n irJ A. Thus the effluent 

solution is enriched in A, and the effluent resin is enriched 1n 

B" ( 21 ). 

As pointed out by those &llthors, n. simple relation exists 

(32) 

In a tapped-screen mov1ng•bed oonte.ctor, apparent H.T.U.•s were 

measured by Hiester, Fields, Phillips, and Raddlng (21), wrdch 

included large &ffects due to longitudinal dispersion; their results 

fit the rel&tions 

and 

~ (Df )1/2 
D Ud r P 

0.60 
D( 1-E) -

(33) 

(34) 

Further theoretical interpretation ot these results ean be expected 

1n the future. 
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NOTATION 

correction factor for computing e.ppareut kinetic rate tram 
mass-transfer rates, or i'or cmr.hining mass-transfer resistaneea 

concentration of solute in the fluid phase 

total concentration ot solutes in the fluid phase~ or concen
tration of solute 1n the faed 

distribution paramet-er, or ratio of coneen t rations in tha 
particle and fluid phases 

dLffusivity 

particle diameter 

extraction factor; ~ Fp/Ft 

.._ __ _) 

F volumetric flow rate 

t function 

h column height 

H H. 'f. U. (or H. R. U. ) 

~ column-saturation function 

K oquilibriwn constant 

m,n valences 

[__·-- ... -· ---~ 

number of transfer· units, or column-eapacit7 parameter ror 
mtuls transfer 

p 

q 

Q 

r 

s 

number of equilib.rium contacts, Equation (32) 

number of reaction units, or oolumn-eapacity parameter for 
reaction-kinetic · tr.:::e.tment 

partial pressure 

concentration of solute in the particle phase 

ultimate exchange eaps.oity of the particle phase 

equilibrium parameter 

cross-sectional area of coltmm 

ooluum-oapacity parameter, tor reaet1on--k1netio treatment• NR 



t solution-capacity parameter, for reaction-kinetic treatin&nt; 
NRZ 

U actual mean linear .flowrate o.t' fluid phase relative to solid; 
Ut, U are flow rntee relative to column wall p 

V volume of feed solution entering eolunm 

x dimensionless solution concentration• o/0
0 

y dimens ionlesa aolid-pha.ae concentration; qjq
0

tt-, or q/Q 

Z tlu•oughput parameter, or ratio of actual volume of effluent to 
the stoichiometric volume 

'r activity aoei.'fielant for solution phase 

E ratio of void space outside particles to total volume of column 

' mechanism parameter; ~ l(p/ f( t, in F.1.gure 4 

8 solution-eapacitr parameter, for mass-transfer treatment; liZ 

I<} rate co&fficient· 

A extent of saturation of solution phase, with referenee to 
initial e.nd final eoncentz>ationa 

Y activity coefficient for resin pha.a& 

Pt> bullt pe.cked density of air-dried particles 

Z column-oapaoity parameter for mass-transfer treatment; N 

uJ extent or saturation of particle phase, with reference to 
initial and tinal concentrations 

* equilibrium 
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES 

(1) Rapre~entat1ve types o£ sorption equilibria. 

(2) 

(3) 

<4> 

{5) 

( 6) 

(7} 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

Sorption 1aotherms plotted on relative-concentration scales. 

+++ + Equilibrium 'fo1• Fe replacing H on Dowex-50 ~sin {!I:Q)., 
showixl.b so para tion-fac to1 .. fit ( r = 1/K == 0 .125). 

E.f.fecta of lJaclet g~oup: distribution ratio, and di.ffusivity 
ra.t1.o on H.T.U. (= J.!/h) or H.R.U. (=Nr(h). 

Effect of equilibrium para.J.uoter an.d N .T .u. on. breakthrcru.gh 
hi:J'Gory. 

D:lmonsionlass breakthrough boha.v.ior at r == l; the J function. 

+++ + Broakthrough cul?Vse for Fe replacing H on Do~r:ex-50 columns. 

Typical elution curvea, concentration vs. time, showing the 
influence of equilibrium parameter. 

+ + Chro1na togram for K displaced by Na. , using Dowex-.50 roesin (3). -
F!cCabe-Thiele dialram for aepara tion of t.raee components with 

two theoretical contacts. 
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